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SHORTERNOTES

A NEWCOMBINATIONIN ASPLENIUM.—A new fern was recently added
to the flora of Alabama with the naming of the backcross hybrid xAsplenosorus
buydstonac Walter (Amer. Fern J. 72:62. 1982.). The type material was collected in

Hale County, Alabama, in a locality famous for its fertile alloploid population of
Scott's Spleenwort, which arose through hybridization of the Walking Fern and the
Ebony Spleenwort. The new hybrid has Scott's Spleenwort and the Ebony Spleen-
wort as its parents. If the view is held that the Walking Fern belongs in the genus
Asphnium rather than Camptosorus, the "hybrid genus" xAsplenosorus is taxonom-
icaliy superfluous. The new hybrid then needs to be placed in Asplenium and the
epithet corrected in conformity with Art. 73.10 of the "International Code of
Botanical Nomenclature":

Asplenium x boydstoniae (Walter) Short, comb. nov.
y-Asplenosoms hoydslonac K. S. Walter. Amer. Fern J. 72:62. 1982. TYPE: Havana Glen Hale Co

Alabama. Wagner & Walter 700/1 (MICH not seen).

John W. Short. 217 Cook St., Auburn, AL 36830.

ADIANTUMFURCATUM The is-
land of St. Helena, outside the Gulf of Guinea off the west coast of Africa, is not
only famous because it was the residence in exile of Napoleon Bonaparte. It has also
produced a fern, Microstaphyla bifurcata, which stands out of proportion when its
dnmnuttve size (ca. 10-20 cm) is compared with the long list of names it has been
called. Since the establishment of the genus Microstaphyla in 1851, it has been
placed in no fewer than nine genera! The la'*
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